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0. INTRODUCTION
0.1. Let p2 be a prime number and m, n positive integers with
mn>0. Fix two nondegenerate integral symmetric matrices S and T of
size m and n, respectively, and put
Np l (T, S )=>[x # Mm, n(Zp ( pl)) | txSx#T mod pl].
Then, it is known that, for sufficiently large positive integers l>>1,
:p(T, S )= p&l(mn&n(n+1)2)Np l (T, S )
is independent of l. We call :p(T, S ) the local density of integral representa-
tions of T by S. The aim of the present paper is to give an explicit formula
for :p(T, S ) in the case p{2 without any other restrictions.
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0.2. Local density is an important invariant of representations of
quadratic forms over Zp , and it is a classical problem to calculate local
densities explicitly. On the other hand, the celebrated Siegel formula [19]
says that the product of :p(T, S ) over all p (including a certain counter
part of :p(T, S ) for the infinite prime) gives the value of an weighted
average over all classes in the genus of S of the measures of Z-solutions
of the equation txSx=T. Thus the local densities carry important
information on the Diophantine problem (cf. [11]).
Several important works have been done for the calculation of local
densities. The most notable is a recent result of Katsurada [7] that gives
an explicit formula for local densities in the case where S is unimodular
and T is arbitrary, extending previous results of Siegel [19] (the case
where both S and T are unimodular), Ozeki [17], and Kitaoka [8] (the
case where S is unimodular and n=2, see also Maass [14, 15]), and [9]
(the case where S is unimodular and n=3, p{2), and of his own [6] (the
case where S is unimodular and n=3 for arbitrary p). Another important
recent result is due to Yang [20]. He succeeded in calculating local
densities explicitly for arbitrary S and T in the case n=2 and p{2. The
methods of Katsurada and Yang are quite different. Katsurada’s calculation
is based on a recursion formula which allows us to reduce the calculation to
the case of smaller n; Yang’s calculation is based on an expression of local
densities using certain character sums. Our approach is much closer to Yang’s
and we shall give a more detailed explanation on the difficulty we encounter
in this character sum approach in the remark at the end of Section 1.
0.3. Now we present our formula for the local density :p(T, S ). Since
:p(T, S ) depends only on the GLm(Zp)-orbit containing S and the
GLn(Zp)-orbit containing T, we may assume that both S and T are
diagonal matrices, say
S=\
u1 p:1
u2 p:2
. . .
um p:m+
and
T=\
v1 p;1
v2 p;2
. . .
vn p;n+ ,
where ui , vj # Z_p and :i , ; j are non-negative integers.
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To formulate the result, we need some notational preliminaries. Denote
by Sn the symmetric group in n letters. Put I=[1, 2, ..., n] and consider
the standard action of Sn on I. Let _ # Sn such that _2=1. We put
c1(_)=>[i # I | _(i)=i],
c2(_)= 12>[i # I | _(i){i],
0 (ki, k_(i )),
e_, i, k={1 (_(i)<ki or i<k_(i)),2 (i<k, _(i)<k),
here we have c1(_)+2c2(_)=n. For a partition I=I0 _ } } } _ Ir into
disjoint _-stable subsets, set
nl=>(I l),
n(l )=n l+nl+1+ } } } +nr (l0),
n(l )=
n(l )(n(l )+1)
2
and
t(_, [Ii])= :
r
l=0
>[(i, j) # Il _Il | i< j<_(i), _( j)<_(i)],
{([Ii])= :
r
l=1
>[(i, j) # Il _(I0 _ } } } _ Il&1) | j<i],
c (l )1 (_)=>[i # I l _ } } } _ Ir | _(i)=i] (l0).
We also put
bl (_, T )=min[[;i | i # Il , _(i)>i] _ [;i+1 | i # Il , _(i)i]]
and, for * # Z,
A(*)=[k | 1km, :k+*<0, :k * mod 2],
Bi (*)=[k | 1ki&1, ;k+*<0, ;k * mod 2]
_ [k | i+1kn, ;k+*+2<0, ;k * mod 2].
We further define
5l, *(_; T, S )= p\l, *(_; T, S ) ‘
_(i)=i
i # Il
!i, *(T, S ),
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where
\l, *(_; T, S )=
nl
2
:
m
k=1
min[:k+*, 0]+
1
2
:
i # Il
:
n
k=1
min[;k+e_, i, k+*, 0]
!i, *(T, S )=2 ‘
k # A(*) \
&uk
p + ‘k # Bi (*) \
vk
p +
_
0
(; i+*0, >A(*)+>Bi (*)0 mod 2),
(1& p&1) } \&1p +
(>A(*)+>Bi (*))2
(; i+*0, >A(*)+>Bi (*)#0 mod 2),
\&1p +
(>A(*)+>Bi(*)+1)2
\vip +
(; i+*=&1, >A(*)+>Bi (*)0 mod 2),
& p&12 } \&1p +
(>A(*)+>Bi (*))2
(; i+*=&1, >A(*)+>Bi (*)#0 mod 2).
Theorem We have
:p(T, S )= :
_2=1
_ # Sn
2&c1(_)(1& p&1)c2(_) p&c2(_) :
I=I0 _ } } } _ Ir
p&{([Ii])&t(_, [Ii])
_ :
r+1
k=0
2c1
(k)(_)(1& p&1)c1
(k)(_) p&
r
l=k+1 n(l )
>rl=k (1& p
&n(l ))
_ :$
[&]k
pl=0
k&1 &l (n(k)&n(l )) ‘
k&1
l=0
5l, &0+ } } } +&l (_; T, S).
Here the summation with respect to I=I0 _ } } } _ Ir is taken over all
partitions of I into disjoint _-stable subsets and the summation with respect
to [&]k for k1 is taken over the finite set
[(&0 , &1 , ..., &k&1) # Z_Nk&1 | &bl (_, T )&0+&1+ } } } +&l&1
(0lk&1)].
Moreover, if k=0, then we understand the summation with respect to [&]k
to be equal to 1.
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The key point of our method is to use the classification of quadratic
forms with respect to the congruence subgroup
10( p)=[#=(#ij) # GLn(Zp) | #ij #0 mod p (i> j)].
Since local densities are GLn(Zp)-invariant, it may seem to take a round-
about course. But when we recall that spherical functions on p-adic
semisimple groups are calculated by summing up the integrals on Iwahori
subgroups over the Weyl group (cf. [16, Chap. IV ]), the argument based
on 10( p) seems to be natural. Indeed, 10( p) is an Iwahori subgroup of
GLn(Qp) and the set [_ # Sn | _2=1] consists of the representatives of the
orbits by a Borel subgroup in the symmetric space GLn On , where Sn is
regarded as the Weyl group of GLn . Some more remarks are described at
the end of Section 1.
For application to arithmetic of Eisenstein series, it is interesting to
consider the local density polynomial (cf. [13, Section 8], [20])
:p(X; T, S )=:(T, Sg),
where
Sg=S=\ 01g
1g
0 + (g0), and X= p&g.
As a corollary of our main theorem, we give an explicit formula for
:p(X; T, S ).
0.4 The present paper consists of four sections. In Section 1, we give
a character sum expression of local densities and transform it into a more
manageable form (Proposition 1.2). Then the problem is divided into three
parts: (1) the classification of 10( p)-equivalence classes of symmetric
matrices, (2) the calculation of the volume of the intersection of 10( p) and
an arbitrary orthogonal group, (3) the calculation of certain rather elemen-
tary character sums. We solve the first and the second parts in Section 2
and the third part in Section 3. Putting together the results in Sections 13,
we prove our theorem in Section 4.
Notation. For a commutative ring R, we denote by Mmn(R), Mn(R),
and Symn(R), respectively, the set of m_n matrices with entries in R, the
set of square matrices of size n with entries in R, and the subset of Mn(R)
consisting of all symmetric matrices. We put
Sn(R)=[X # Symn (R) | det X{0].
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For a prime number p, Zp stands for the ring of p-adic integers. The group
of p-adic units is denoted by Z_p . We normalize the Haar measures dx and
dY on Mmn(Qp) and Symn (Qp), respectively, by
|
Mmn(Zp)
dx=1, |
Symn (Zp)
dY=1.
We often write 1 (n)0 ( p) to indicate the size of matrices in the group. For
x # Mmn(Qp) and S # Symm (Qp), we put [x]= txSx. We denote the
diagonal matrix with diagonal entries a1 , ..., an by a1= } } } =an .
1. GAUSS SUM EXPRESSION OF LOCAL DENSITIES
Let  be the additive character of Qp defined by
: Qp  C_, (x)=exp(2?i[x]),
where [x] is the fractional part of x # Qp , namely, [x]=x mod Zp #
Qp Zp /QZ. Then the following expression of :p(T, S ) is well-known:
Lemma 1.1. We have
:p(T, S )=|
Symn(Qp)
dY |
Mm, n(Zp)
(tr Y(S[x]&T)) dx.
Here the integral over Symn(Qp) is understood as
|
Symn(Qp)
= lim
l   |Symn( p&lZp) .
Let 1 be a congruence subgroup of GLn(Zp), which acts on Sn(Qp) by
Y [ # } Y=#Y t#. Then, for Y # Sn(Qp), we define
:p(1; Y )= lim
l  
p&ln(n&1)2Npl (1; Y ),
where
Npl (1; Y )=>[# # 1 mod pl | #Y t##Y mod pl].
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Proposition 1.2. For T, Y # Sn(Qp) and S # Sm(Qp), put
G(Y, S )=|
Mm, n(Zp)
(tr(Y } S[x])) dx,
G1 (Y, T )=|
1
(&tr(Y } T[#])) d#,
where d# is the Haar measure on Mn(Zp) normalized by Mn(Zp) d#=1. Then
we have
:p(T, S )= :
Y # 1"Sn(Qp)
G1 (Y, T) G(Y, S )
:p(1; Y )
.
Proof. Note that the measure of Symn(Qp)"Sn(Qp) is 0. Hence, by
Lemma 1.1, we have
:p(T, S )= :
Y0 # 1"Sn(Qp)
|
1 } Y0
(&(tr YT )) dY |
Mm, n(Zp)
(tr(Y } S[x])) dx.
Since the integral
G(Y, S )=|
Mm, n(Zp)
(tr(Y } S[x])) dx
depends only on the GLn(Zp)-equivalence class of Y, we have
G(Y, S )=G(Y0 , S ).
Since 1 } Y0 is a homogeneous space of 1, the following integral formula
holds for any continuous function f on 1 } Y0 :
|
1 } Y0
f (Y ) dY=c(Y0) |
1
f (#Y0t#) d#, c(Y0)=|
1 } Y0
dY<|1 d#.
This implies that
|
1 } Y0
(&(tr YT )) dY=c(Y0) G1 (Y0 , T ).
Now it is enough to show that c(Y0)=1:p(1; Y0). Since 1 } Y0 is a com-
pact open subset of Symn(Qp), one can find an l>>1 for which 1 } Y0 is a
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finite disjoint union of residue classes modulo pl. For such an l, the volume
of 1 } Y0 is given by
|
1 } Y0
dY= p&ln(n+1)2>(1 } Y0 mod pl).
Denote by 1 the subgroup 1 mod pl of GLn(Zp ( pl)). It is clear that 1 acts
transitively on 1 } Y0 mod pl. Hence we have
>(1 } Y0 mod pl)=>(1 )Npl (1; Y0).
Therefore
|
1 } Y0
dY=
p&ln2>(1 )
p&ln(n&1)2Npl (1; Y0)
=
1 d#
:p(1; Y0)
.
This proves that c(Y0)=1:p(1; Y0). K
By Proposition 1.2, the calculation of the local density :p(T, S ) is
reduced to the following problems (for a suitably chosen congruence
subgroup 1):
(I) Classify 1"Sn(Qp);
(II) For a representative Y of each equivalence class in 1"Sn(Qp),
calculate :p(1; Y ), G(Y, S ), and G1 (Y, T).
In the following sections, we solve these two problems for arbitrary p{2
and 1=10( p), and thereby complete the explicit calculation of the local
density :p(T, S ) in the case p{2.
Remark. The formula in Proposition 1.2 for 1=GLn(Zp) was used
previously in [3] to prove the rationality of a certain formal power series
related to local densities introduced by Kitaoka [10]. In [5], the local
densities for alternating matrices over Qp were calculated by a combination
of an analogous formula and the functional equation of the p-adic local
zeta functions in several variables associated to the space of alternating
matrices. The same method has been successfully applied in [4] to
unramified hermitian forms. On the other hand, recently, Yang [20]
calculated the local densities of integral representation of 2 by 2 symmetric
matrices by symmetric matrices of arbitrary size for p{2. His calculation
is also based on the formula above for 1=GL2(Zp).
Since the classification of GLn(Zp)-equivalence classes in Sn(Qp) is well
known (see, e.g., [1]), the explicit formula for :p(GLn(Zp); Y ) is classical
(see [18]), and G(Y, S) can easily be calculated, the difficulty in the case
1=GLn(Zp) lying only in the calculation of G1 (Y, T ). This difficulty was
overcome in [5] and [4] by using the theory of spherical functions on
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p-adic symmetric spaces and the theory of prehomogeneous vector spaces,
and in [20] by decomposing the integral G1 (Y, T ) (1=GL2(Zp)) into a
sum of simpler integrals. However both methods do not seem to be able to
generalize to symmetric matrices of arbitrary size n3.
The main point of the present paper is the finding that, if we take
1=10( p), the Iwahori subgroup, instead of GLn(Zp), the difficulty
becomes surmountable. When one takes 1=10( p), the integral of G1 (Y, T )
can be separated into products of integrals in one or two variables (cf. the
proof of Proposition 3.3). On the other hand, if one takes a smaller group,
like the principal congruence subgroup, the classification of 1-orbits in
Sn(Qp) becomes more complicated. Hence in some sense the Iwahori
subgroup is the best possible choice.
2. CLASSIFICATION OF 10( p)-EQUIVALENCE CLASSES
OF SYMMETRIC MATRICES
In the following, we always assume that p{2.
2.1. Put
10( p)=[#=(#ij) # GLn(Zp) | #ij #0 mod p (i> j)].
We fix a non-square unit $ # Z_p "(Z_p )2. Denote by I the set [1, 2, ..., n]
and by Sn the symmetric group in n letters acting on I.
Theorem 2.1. Let 4n be the collection of (_, e, =) # Sn _Zn_[1, $]n
satisfying
_2=1, e_(i)=ei (i # I ), =i=1 (i # I, _(i){i).
For a (_, e, =) # 4n , we define a symmetric matrix S_, e, = by
S_, e, = (sij), sij== i pei $i, _( j) ,
where $i, _( j) is the Kronecker delta. Then the set [S_, e, = | (_, e, =) # 4n] gives
the complete set of representatives of 10( p)-equivalence classes in Sn(Qp).
For a (_, e, =) # 4n , let
[*0 , *1 , ..., *r], *0<*1< } } } <*r
be the set of integers * such that *=ei for some i # I. We put
Ii=[ j # I | ej=*i] (0ir).
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Then I0 , ..., Ir are _-stable subsets of I and I=I0 _ I1 _ } } } _ Ir (disjoint
union). We also put
I (i)=I i _ Ii+1 _ } } } _ Ir (0ir).
We set
ni=>(Ii), n(i)=>(I (i))=ni+ } } } +nr , n(i)=
n (i)(n(i)+1)
2
.
Put
&i=*i&*i&1 (1ir), &0=*0 .
Then &0 # Z and &1 , ..., &r # N.
Theorem 2.2. Put
c1(_)=>[i # I | _(i)=i],
c2(_)= 12 >[i # I | _(i){i],
t(_, [Ii])= :
r
l=0
>[(i, j) # Il _Il | i< j<_(i), _( j)<_(i)],
{([Ii])= :
r
l=1
>[(i, j) # Il _(I0 _ } } } _ Il&1) | j<i].
Then we have
:p(10( p); S_, e, =)=2c1(_)(1& p&1)c2(_) pc(_, e, =),
where
c(_, e, =)=&
n(n&1)
2
+{([Ii])+t(_, [Ii])+c2(_)+ :
r
l=0
&ln(l ).
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
2.2. As a preliminary, we first prove finite field analogues of
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. Let Fp be the finite field of p elements. Fix a non-
square element $ # F_p "(F
_
p )
2. Let 4n(Fp) be the collection of (_, = ) # Sn_
[1, $ ]n satisfying
_2=1, = i=1 (i # I, _(i){i).
As in the previous paragraph, we put
S_, = (s ij), s ij== i$i, _( j) .
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Denote by Bn(Fp) the subgroup of upper triangular matrices in GLn(Fp).
Then the group Bn(Fp) acts on Sn(Fp) by
Bn(Fp)_Sn(Fp) % (b, S ) [ bStb # Sn(Fp).
Theorem 2.3. The set [S_, = | (_, = ) # 4n(Fp)] gives a complete set of
representatives of Bn(Fp)-orbits in Sn(Fp).
This is a special case of a general result of Helminck and Wang [2] on
the classification of Borel subgroup orbits in a symmetric space over an
arbitrary field of characteristic {2. However, to emphasize the completely
elementary nature of our calculation of local densities, we give a proof
based on simple matrix computation.
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on the size n of matrices.
First we prove that each Bn(Fp)-orbit contains an element of the form S_, = .
Let S=(sij) be an element in Sn(Fp).
Case snn {0. Write
n&1 1
S=\ S1tS2
S2
’u2+
]n&1
]1
, ’=1, $ , u # F_p .
Then, putting
b=\1n&10
&s&1S2
u&1 + , s=’u2,
we have
bStb=\S$10
0
’+ , S$1=S1&s&1S2tS2 .
Hence, applying the induction hypothesis to S$1, we see that S is Bn(Fp)-
equivalent to some S_, = .
Case snn=0. In this case S is of the form
i&1 1 n&i&1 1
S=\
S1
tS2
tS3
tS4
S2
S5
tS6
a
S3
S6
S7
0
S4
a
0
0 +
]i&1
]1
]n&i&1
]1
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for some in&1. Then, by direct computation, we can find a b # Bn(Fp)
such that bStb is of the form
S=\
S$1
0
tS$3
0
0
0
0
1
S$3
0
S7
0
0
1
0
0+ .
Hence, applying the induction hypothesis to
S=\S$1tS$3
S$3
S$7+ ,
we see that S is Bn(Fp)-equivalent to some S_, = .
We now prove that S=S_, = and S$=S{, ’ are Bn(Fp)-equivalent if and
only if (_, = )=({, ’ ). The ‘‘if ’’ part is trivial. Let us prove the ‘‘only if ’’ part.
Case _(n)=n. In this case S is of the form
S=\S10
0
= n+ , = n=1, $ .
Since the action of Bn(Fp) does not change the class of the (n, n)-entry in
F_p (F
_
p )
2, we have {(n)=n and ’ n== n . If
bS_, = tb=S$=\S$10
0
= n+ ,
then b is of the form
\b$0
0
\1+
and S1 is Bn&1(Fp)-equivalent to S$1. By the induction hypothesis, this
implies that (_, = )=({, ’ ).
Case _(n)=i<n. In this case, for any b # Bn(Fp), the matrix bS_, = tb is
of the form
i n&i&1 1
V V V ]i
\V V 0+]n&i&1 .V 0 0 ]1
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This implies that {(n)_(n). Since the opposite inequality can be proved
similarly, we have {(n)=_(n) and S and S$ are of the form
S=\
S1
0
tS2
0
0
0
0
1
S2
0
S3
0
0
1
0
0+ , S$=\
S$1
0
tS$2
0
0
0
0
1
S$2
0
S$3
0
0
1
0
0+
(S1 , S$1 # Symi&1(Fp), S2 , S$2 # M i&1, n&i&1(Fp), S3 , S$3 # Symn&i&1(Fp)). If
i&1 1 n&i
V v V ]i&1
b=\ 0 V 0 +]10 0 V ]n&i
satisfies bStb=S$, then we have v=0 and, by an easy matrix computation,
we see that
\S1tS2
S2
S3+ and \
S$1
tS$2
S$2
S$3+
are Bn&2(Fp)-equivalent. By the induction hypothesis, this implies that
(_, = )=({, ’ ). K
Theorem 2.4. We have
>[b # Bn(Fp) | bS_, = tb=S_, = ]=2c1(_)(1& p&1)c2(_) pc2(_)+t(_),
where
t(_)=>[(i, j) # I_I | i< j<_(i), _( j)<_(i)].
For the proof of the theorem above, we need the following.
Lemma 2.5. (i) Assume that _(n)=n. If we write
S_, = \S_$, = $0
0
= n+ ,
then we have
>[b # Bn(Fp) | bS_, = tb=S_, = ]=2 } >[b$ # Bn&1(Fp) | b$S_$, = $ tb$=S_$, = $].
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(ii) Assume that _(n)<n. If we write
S_, = \
S1
0
tS2
0
0
0
0
1
S2
0
S3
0
0
1
0
0+ , S_$= $=\ S1tS2 S2S3+ ,
then we have
>[b # Bn(Fp) | bS_, = tb=S_, = ]
=(1& p&1) pn&_(n) } >[b$ # Bn&2(Fp) | b$S_$, = $ tb$=S_$, = $].
Proof. (i) For
b=\b10
b2
b3+ (b1 # Bn&1(Fp), b2 # Fn&1p , b3 # F_p ),
the condition bS_, = tb=S_, = is equivalent to that
b1 S_$, = $ tb1=S_$, = $ , b2=0, b3=\1.
This yields the identity in the lemma.
(ii) Put i=_(n) (<n). For
i&1 1 n&i&1 1
b=\
b1
0
0
0
b2
b5
0
0
b3
b6
b8
0
b4
b7
b9
b10+
]i&1
]1
]n&i&1
]1
,
the condition bS_, = tb=S_, = is equivalent to that
b$S_$, = $ tb$=S_$, = $ , b$=\b10
b3
b8+ ,
and
b5 b10=1, b2=0, b4=&
1
b5
(b1S2+b3S3) tb6 ,
b7=&
1
2b5
b6S3 tb6 , b9=&
1
b5
b8 S3 tb8 .
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Hence such a b is determined by b$, b5 , b6 . Since the numbers of possible
choices of b5 and b6 are p&1 and pn&i&1, this yields the identity in the
lemma. K
Proof of Theorem 2.4.
Case _(n)=n. Put _$=_ | I"[n] . Then it is easy to check the identities
c1(_)=c1(_$)+1, c2(_)=c2(_$), t(_)=t(_$).
Hence Lemma 2.5(i) implies the theorem.
Case _(n)=k<n. Put I$=I"[k, n] and _$=_ | I$ . Then we have
c1(_)=c1(_$), c2(_)=c2(_$)+1.
Since
[(i, j) # I_I | i< j<_(i), _( j)<_(i)]
=[(i, j) # I$_I$ | i< j<_$(i), _$( j)<_$(i)] _ [(k, j) | k< j<n],
we also have
t(_)=t(_$)+n&_(n)&1.
Hence Lemma 2.5(ii) implies the theorem. K
2.3. Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for unimodular symmetric matrices are
immediate consequences of the finite field analogues (Theorems 2.3 and
2.4). The following proposition gives a relation between the classification of
unimodular matrices and the classification of symmetric matrices over Fp .
Proposition 2.6. Let S unin (Zp) be the set of unimodular integral
symmetric matrices of size n:
S unin (Zp)=[S # Sn(Zp) | det S # Z
_
p ].
Then the mapping ?: S unin (Zp)  Sn(Fp) defined by the reduction modulo p
induces a bijection
10( p)"S unin (Zp) 
$
Bn(Fp)"Sn(Fp).
In the situation in Section 2.1, let us assume that e=0=(0, ..., 0) # Zn.
We write simply S_, = for S_, 0, = in this case. Then Proposition 2.6
immediately implies the following:
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Proposition 2.7. Put
4unin =[(_, =) # S_[1, $]
n | _2=1, = i=1 (i # I, _(i){i)].
Then the set [S_, = | (_, =) # 4unin ] gives a complete set of representatives of
10( p)-equivalence classes in S unin (Zp).
Proof of Proposition 2.6. It is obvious that the mapping 10( p)"S unin (Zp)
 Bn(Fp)"Sn(Fp) is surjective. The injectivity of the mapping is an immediate
consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 2.8. Let * be a positive integer. For S1 , S2 # S unin (Zp), assume
that there exists a # # 10( p) satisfying #S1 t##S2 mod p*. Then there exists
a #$ # 10( p) satisfying
#$## mod p*, #$S1 t#$#S2 mod p*+1.
Proof. Put
#S1 t#&S2= p*T, #$=#+ p*+ (+ # Mn(Zp)).
Then, we have
#$S1 t#$&S2= p*(T++S1 t#+#S1 t++ p*+S1 t+).
Hence #$S1 t#$#S2 mod p*+1 if and only if
+S1 t#+#S1 t+# &T mod p. (1)
Since det S1 t#0 mod p, the equation (1) with unknown variable + mod p
has pn(n&1)2 distinct solutions. If # # 10( p), then #$ is also in 10( p). This
proves the lemma. K
Let $ # Fp be the residue class of the fixed non-square unit $ # Z_p .
Denote by = the element in [1, $ ]n defined by = i #= i mod p (1in), then
we have
>[b # Bn(Fp) | bS_, = tb=S_, = ]=Np(10( p); S_, =).
Moreover, the observation on the number of solutions of the equation (1)
in the proof above implies that
Np*+1(10( p); S_, =)= pn(n&1)2Np*(10( p); S_, =).
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Therefore, by Theorem 2.4, we obtain the following unimodular version of
Theorem 2.2.
Corollary 2.9. For (_, =) # 4unin , we have
:p(10( p); S_, =)=2c1(_)(1& p&1)c2(_) p&(n(n&1)2)+t(_)+c2(_).
2.4. Now we come back to the general situation in Section 2.1 and
give a proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. We keep the notation used in
Section 2.1.
2.4.1. First we prove by induction on n that each 10( p)-equiv-
alence class in Sn(Qp) contains an element of the form S_, e, = ((_, e, =) # 4n).
Put P=[(i, j) | 1i jn] and consider the lexicographic order on P.
Namely, we define (i, j)(i $, j $) if i<i $ or i=i $, j j $. Let S be an
element of Sn(Qp). We shall show that there exists a (_, e, =) # 4n such that
S_, e, = # 10( p) } S. It is enough to prove this under the assumption that
S=(sij) # Sn(Zp) and some of entries of S are in Z_p . Let (i0 , j0) be the
largest element among (i, j) # P such that sij is a unit.
Case i0= j0 . In this case, the matrix S is of the form
S1 S2 S3
S=\ tS2 s pS4+ ,tS3 ptS4 pS5
where s # Z_p , S1 # Symi0&1 (Zp), S2 # Mi0&1, 1(Zp), S3 # M i0&1, n&i0(Zp),
S4 # M1, n&i0(Zp), S5 # Symn&i0 (Zp). Then, if we put
1i0&1 &s
&1S2 0
#1=\ 0 1 0 + # 10( p),0 &s&1ptS4 1n&i0
we have
S$1 0 S$3
#1St#1=\ 0 s 0 +tS$3 0 pS$5
for some S$1 , S$3 , S$5 . We write s=’u2 with ’=1 or $ and u # Z_p . Put
1i0&1 0 0
#=\ 0 u&1 0 + #1 .0 0 1n&i0
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Then
S$1 0 S$3
#St#=\ 0 ’ 0 + .tS$3 0 pS$5
Hence, applying the induction hypothesis to
S$=\ S$1tS$3
S$3
pS$5+ ,
we see that S is 10( p)-equivalent to some S_, e, = .
Case i0< j0 . In this case, si0 , j0 # Z
_
p and sj0 , j0 # pZp . Hence the matrix
\si0 , i0sj0 , i0
si0 , j0
s j0 , j0+
is unimodular and 1 (2)0 ( p)-equivalent to (
0
1
1
0) (see Propositions 2.6 and
2.7). Therefore we may assume that si0 , i0=s i0 , j0=0 and sj0 , i0=s i0 , j0=1. We
write S in block form as follows:
i0&1 1 j0&i0&1 1 n&j0
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 ]i0&1
tS2 0 S6 1 pS7 ]1
S=\ tS3 tS6 pS8 pS9 pS10+]j0&i0&1tS4 1 ptS9 0 pS11 ]1tS5 ptS7 ptS10 ptS11 pS12 ]n&j0
Then, for
1i0&1 &S4 0 &S2 0
0 1 0 0 0
#=\ 0 & pS9 1 j0&i0&1 & tS6 0 + ,0 0 0 1 0
0 & ptS11 0 & ptS7 1n& j0
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we have
S$1 0 S$3 0 S$5
0 0 0 1 0
#St#=\ tS$3 0 pS$8 0 pS$10+ .0 1 0 0 0tS$5 0 ptS$10 0 pS$12
Hence, applying the induction hypothesis to
S$1 S$3 S$5
S$=\ tS$3 pS$8 pS$10+ ,tS$5 ptS$10 pS$12
we see that S is 10( p)-equivalent to some S_, e, = .
2.4.2. Next let us prove by induction on r that S=S_, e, = and
S$=S{, f, ’ are 10( p)-equivalent if and only if (_, e, =)=({, f, ’). Since the
‘‘if ’’ part is trivial, we prove the ‘‘only if ’’ part. We may assume that *0=0.
Then I0=[i # I | ei=0]. Let S (0) (resp. S (1)) be the n0_n0 (resp. n(1)_n(1))
matrix obtained from S by taking (resp., removing) the rows and the
columns corresponding to the indices in I0 . Then S (0)=S_(0), = (0) (_(0) :=
_ | I0 , =
(0) :=(=i) i # I0) and it is unimodular. The matrix S
(1) is also of
standard form. In fact, S (1)=S_(1), e(1), =(1) , where _(1)=_ | I (1) , e(1)=(ei)i # I (1) ,
=(1)=(=i) i # I (1) . Take a # # 10( p) satisfying
#St#=S$. (2)
Let #(0) (resp. #(1)) be the n0_n (resp. (n&n0)_n) matrix consisting of
(resp., obtained from # by removing) all the rows of # corresponding to the
indices in I0 . First consider #(0)St#(0) . If we write
# (0)0 =(#ij) i, j # I0 , #
(0)
1 =(# ij) i # I (1), j # I0 , (3)
we obtain
#(0)St#(0)=# (0)0 S
(0) t# (0)0 +#
(0)
1 S
(1) t# (0)1 ##
(0)
0 S
(0) t# (0)0 mod p. (4)
Here we have used the fact that S (1)#0 mod p. Note that # (0)0 is in 1
(n0)
0 ( p).
Hence, by Proposition 2.6, the matrix #(0)St#(0) is 1 (n0)0 ( p)-equivalent to
S (0) . This shows that I$0=[i # I | f i=0] contains I0 . Since the opposite
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inclusion relation can be proved by the same argument, we see that I0=I$0,
{ | I0=_ | I0 and ’ i== i (i # I0). Moreover, the fact I0=I$0 together with (2)
implies that
#(1)St#(0)=0, #(1)St#(1)=S{(1), f (1), ’(1) , (5)
where {(1), f (1), ’(1) are defined in the same manner as in the case of _ (1),
e(1), =(1) . We define # (1)0 , #
(1)
1 in the same manner as in (3). Then from the
first identity in (5) we have
#(1)1 S
(1) t# (0)1 +#
(1)
0 S
(0) t# (0)0 =0
and hence
# (1)0 =&#
(1)
1 S
(1) tx (0)1 S
(0)&1, x (0)1 =#
(0)
0
&1# (0)1 . (6)
Since S (0) and # (0)0 are unimodular, #
(1)
0 is determined uniquely by #
(1)
1 and
#(0) . Note that, since # (0)0 is in 1
(n0)
0 ( p), the matrix x
(0)
1 is of the form #1$
(0)
for some #$ # 10( p). Hence the identity (6) and the second identity in (5)
imply that
S{(1), f (1), ’(1)=# (1)1 S
(1) t# (1)1 +#
(1)
0 S
(0) t# (1)0
=# (1)1 (S
(1)+S (1)GS (1)) t# (1)1 ,
where G= tx (0)1 S
(0)&1x (0)1 is integral. Comparing the (i, j)-entries, we have
(S (1)+S (1)GS (1)) ij #S (1)ij mod pe$i+e$j .
Since S (1)ij ==$i p
e$i $i, _( j) and e$i1, the elimination procedure in Section 2.4.1
applies to S (1)+S (1)GS (1) and we see that it is 1 (n(1))0 ( p)-equivalent to S
(1) .
This means that S{(1), f (1), ’(1) is 1 (n
(1))
0 ( p)-equivalent to S
(1) . The induction
hypothesis implies that ({(1), f (1), ’(1))=(_(1), e(1), =(1)). This completes the
proof of Theorem 3.1.
2.4.3. The argument in Section 2.4.2 also gives us a method of
calculating :p(10( p); S_, e, =) inductively. Since
:p(10( p); p*S)= p*n(n+1)2:p(10( p); S),
we may assume that &0=0. Fix a sufficiently large integer l>>0 and
consider the congruence
#S_, e, = t##S_, e, = mod pl (# # 10( p)).
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Then, keeping the notation in Section 2.4.2, we have
#(0)S_, e, = t#(0)#S_(0), = (0) mod pl . (7)
Fix an x (0)1 # Mn0 , n(1)(Zp ( p
l)) of the form x (0)1 =#1$
(0) for some #$ # 10( p).
Note that the number of possible choices of x (0)1 is equal to
pln0(n&n0)&n(I0)+n0(n0+1)2, n(I0)= :
i # I0
i.
Then, as we have observed in (4) and in the discussion subsequent to it,
#(0)S_, e, = t#(0)=# (0)0 (S
(0)+x (0)1 S
(1) tx (0)1 )
t# (0)0
and S (0)+x (0)1 S
(1) tx (0)1 is 1
(n0)
0 ( p)-equivalent to S
(0) . Hence, for each x (0)1 ,
the number of # (0)0 # 1
(n0)
0 ( p) mod p
l satisfying (7) is equal to Npl (1 (n0)0 ( p);
S (0)). Now we fix # (0)0 and x
(0)
1 satisfying (7). Then, as in (6), #
(1)
0 mod p
l is
determined uniquely by the congruence
# (1)0 #&#
(1)
1 S
(1) tx (0)1 S
(0)&1 mod p l
and # (1)1 should satisfy
S (1)## (1)1 (S
(1)+S (1)GS (1)) t# (1)1 mod p
l, (8)
where G is the same as before. Since we have seen that S (1)+S (1)GS (1) is
1 (n1)0 ( p)-equivalent to S
(1), the number of # (1)1 mod p
l satisfying (8) is equal
to Npl (10( p); S (1)). Therefore we obtain the recursion formula
Npl (10( p); S_, e, =)= pln0(n&n0)&n(I0)+n0(n0+1)2
_Npl (1 (n0)0 ( p); S_(0), =(0)) Npl (1
(n(1))
0 ( p); S_ (1), e(1), =(1)),
equivalently,
:p(10( p); S_, e, =)= p&n(I0)+n0(n0+1)2
_:p(1 (n0)0 ( p); S_(0), = (0)) :p(1
(n(1))
0 ( p); S_(1), e(1), =(1)).
Hence, by Corollary 2.9 and the induction hypothesis, we have
:p(10( p); S_, e, =)=2c1(_
(0))+c1(_
(1))(1& p&1)c2(_(0))+c2(_(1)) pc$(_, e, =),
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where
c$(_, e, =)= :
r
l=0
&ln(l )+c2(_ (0))+c2(_(1))+t(_0)
+t(_(1), [I1 , ..., Ir])+{([I1 , ..., Ir])&n(I0)+n0&
n (1)(n(1)&1)
2
.
It is obvious that c1(_(0))+c1(_(1))=c1(_), c2(_ (0))+c2(_(1))=c2(_) and
t(_0)+t(_(1), [I1 , ..., Ir])=t(_, [I0 , ..., Ir]).
Moreover,
{([I1 , ..., Ir])={([I0 , ..., Ir])&>[(i, j) # I0_(I1 _ } } } _ Ir) | i< j]
={([I0 , ..., Ir])&\n0n(1)+n0(n0+1)2 &n(I0)+ .
Using these identities, it is easy to check that c$(_, e, =) coincides with
c(_, e, =) in Theorem 2.2.
3. CHARACTER SUMS G AND G10( p)
3.1. First we collect some elementary facts on the usual Gauss sums.
For a # Qp , we put
I(a)=|
Zp
(ax2) dx, I*(a)=|
Zp
_
(ax2) dx=I(a)&
1
p
I(ap2).
Then it is known that, for = # Z_p , t # Z,
I(=pt)={
1 (t0),
p={1- &1
( p#1 mod 4),
( p#3 mod 4).
pt2 (t<0, t#0 mod 2),
pt2p \ =p+ (t<0, t0 mod 2),
The following lemma is immediate.
Lemma 3.1. (i) If a # Zp , then I(a)=1, I*(a)=1& p&1.
(ii) If ordp a< &1, then I*(a)=0.
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(iii) |
Zp_Zp
(axy) dx dy=I(a) I(&a)= pmin[ordp a, 0].
(iv) |
Zp
__Zp
(auy) du dy={1& p
&1
0
(ordp a0),
(ordp a<0).
3.2. Let S=u1 p:1 =u2 p:2 = } } } =um p:m (ui # Z_p , :i # Z).
Proposition 3.2. For (_, e, =) # 4n , we have
G(S_, e, = , S)= p
n
i=1 _(i)>i 
m
k=1 min[ei+:k , 0] ‘
n
i=1
_(i)=i
‘
m
k=1
I(=i uk pei+:k).
Proof. By the definition of S_, e, = , we have
tr(S_, e, = } S[x])= :
n
i=1
=i pei (S[x])_(i), i= :
n
i=1
:
m
k=1
=i uk pei+:k xk_(i) xki
= :
n
i=1
_(i)>i
:
m
k=1
2uk pei+:k xk_(i) xki+ :
n
i=1
_(i)=i
:
m
k=1
=iuk pei+:k x2ki .
Hence
G(S_, e, = , S)= ‘
n
i=1
_(i)>i
‘
m
k=1
|
Zp_Zp
(2uk pei+:k xy) dx dy
_ ‘
n
i=1
_(i)=i
‘
m
k=1
|
Zp
(= iuk pei+:k x2) dx
= ‘
n
i=1
_(i)>i
‘
m
k=1
I(2uk pei+:k) I(&2uk pei+:k)
_ ‘
n
i=1
_(i)=i
‘
m
k=1
I(=iuk pei+:k).
Now the proposition follows from Lemma 3.1(iii). K
3.3. Let T=v1 p;1=v2 p;2 = } } } =vn p;n (vi # Z_p , ; i # Z).
Proposition 3.3. For (_, e, =) # 4n , the character sum G10( p)(S_, e, = , T )
vanishes unless
ei{&;i&1&; i
if _(i)i,
if _(i)>i,
(i # I ). (9)
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When the condition (9) above is satisfied, we have
G10( p)(S_, e, = , T )=(1& p
&1)2c2(_) p&n(n&1)2+d(_, e, ;)
_ ‘
n
i=1
_(i)=i
{I*(&=ivi pei+;i) ‘
i&1
k=1
I(&=i vk pei+;k)
_ ‘
n
k=i+1
I(&=ivk pei+;k+2)= ,
where
d(_, e, ;)= :
n
i=1
_(i)>i
{ :
i&1
k=1
min[ei+;k , 0]+ :
_(i)&1
k=i+1
min[ei+;k+1, 0]
+ :
n
k=_(i)+1
min[e i+;k+2, 0]= .
Proof. By the definition of S_, e, = , we have
tr(S_, e, = } T[#])= :
n
i=1
=i pei (T[#])_(i), i
= :
n
i=1
_(i)=i
:
n
k=1
= i vk pei+;k#2ki+ :
n
i=1
_(i)>i
:
n
k=1
2vk pei+;k#ki #k _(i) .
Then
G10( p)(S_, e, = , T )
= ‘
n
i=1
_(i)=i
{ ‘
i&1
k=1
|
Zp
(&= ivk pei+;kx2) dx } |
Zp
_
(&=i vi pei+;iu2) du
_ ‘
n
k=i+1
|
pZp
(&= i vk pei+;kx2) dx=
_ ‘
n
i=1
_(i)>i
{ ‘
i&1
k=1
|
Zp_Zp
(&2vk pei+;kxy) dx dy
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_|
Zp
__Zp
(&2vi pei+;iuy) du dy
_ ‘
_(i)&1
k=i+1
|
pZp_Zp
(&2vk pei+;kxy) dx dy
_|
pZp_Zp
_
(&2v_(i) pei+;_(i)xu) dx du
_ ‘
n
k=_(i)+1
|
pZp_pZp
(&2vk pei+;kxy) dx dy=
= ‘
n
i=1
_(i)=i
{ ‘
i&1
k=1
I(&=ivk pei+;k) } I*(&=i vi pei+;i)
_ ‘
n
k=i+1
p&1I(&=ivk pei+;k+2)=
_ ‘
n
i=1
_(i)>i
{ ‘
i&1
k=1
I(2vk pei+;k) I(&2vk pei+;k)
_|
Zp
__Zp
(&2vi pei+;i uy) du dy
_ ‘
_(i)&1
k=i+1
p&1I(2vk pei+;k+1) I(&2vk pei+;k+1)
_p&1 |
Zp_Zp
_
(&2v_(i) pei+;_(i)+1xu) dx du
_ ‘
n
k=_(i)+1
p&2I(2vk pei+;k+2) I(&2vk pei+;k+2)= .
By Lemma 3.1(ii), (iv), the sum G10( p)(S_, e, = , T) vanishes unless the
condition (9) is satisfied. When the condition (9) is satisfied, from
Lemma 3.1(iii) and (iv) we obtain the expression of G10( p)(S_, e, = , T ) given
in Proposition 3.3. K
4. EXPLICIT FORMULA FOR LOCAL DENSITIES
4.1. Now we have all the data in hand necessary for the calculation
of the local density :p(T, S) for arbitrary integral symmetric matrices S and
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T. Since it depends only on the GLm(Zp)-orbit containing S and the
GLn(Zp)-orbit containing T, it is enough to consider for
S=u1 p:1 =u2 p:2 = } } } =um p:m, T=v1 p;1 =v2 p;2 = } } } =vn p;n
(ui , vj # Z_p , :i , ; j # Z0).
Theorem 4.1. Let the notation be as in Section 0.3. We have
:p(T, S)= :
_2=1
_ # Sn
2&c1(_)(1& p&1)c2(_) p&c2(_) :
I=I0 _ } } } _ Ir
p&{([Ii])&t(_, [Ii])
_ :
r+1
k=0
2c1
(k)(_)(1& p&1)c1
(k)(_) p&
r
l=k+1
n(l)
>rl=k (1& p
&n(l ))
_ :$
[&]k
pl=0
k&1 &l (n(k)&n(l )) ‘
k&1
l=0
5l, &0+ } } } +&l (_; T, S).
Here the summation with respect to I=I0 _ } } } _ Ir is taken over all parti-
tions of I into disjoint _-stable subsets and the summation with respect to
[&]k for k1 is taken over the finite set
[(&0 , &1 , ..., &k&1) # Z_Nk&1 | &bl (_, T )&0+&1+ } } } +&l&1
(0lk&1)].
Moreover, if k=0, then we understand the summation with respect to [&]k
to be equal to 1.
Proof. Put
Pl, *(_; T, S)=prl, *(_; T, S),
r l, *(_; T, S)= :
_(i )>i
i # Il
{ :
m
k=1
min[:k+*, 0]+ :
i&1
k=1
min[;k+*, 0]
+ :
_(i)&1
k=i+1
min[;k+*+1, 0]+ :
n
k=_(i)+1
min[;k+*+2, 0]=
Ql, *(_; T, S)= ‘
_(i)=i
i # Il
q i, *(_; T, S),
qi, *(_; T, S)= :
’=1, $ {I*(’vi p
;i+*) ‘
i&1
k=1
I(’vk p;k+*)
_ ‘
n
k=i+1
I(’vk p;k+*+2) ‘
m
k=1
I(&’uk p:k+*)= .
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Then, by Propositions 1.2, 3.1, 3.3, and Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we have
:p(T, S)= :$
(_, e, =)
2&c1(_)(1& p&1)c2(_) p&{([Ii])&t(_, [Ii])&c2(_)&
r
l=0
&l n(l)
_ ‘
r
l=0
Pl, *l (_; T, S) } ‘
r
l=0
‘
_(i)=i
i # Il
\I*(&=iv i p*l+;i) ‘
i&1
k=1
I(&=i vk p*l+;k)
_ ‘
n
k=i+1
I(&=ivk p*l+;k+2) ‘
m
k=1
I(=i uk p*l+:k)+
= :
_2=1
_ # Sn
2&c1(_)(1& p&1)c2(_) p&c2(_) :
I=I0 _ } } } _ Ir
p&{([Ii])&t(_, [Ii])
_ :"
&0 , &1 , ..., &r
p&
r
l=0
&l n(l ) ‘
r
l=0
P l, *l (_; T, S)
_:
=
‘
r
l=0
‘
_(i)=i
i # Il
\I*(&=i vi p*l+;i) ‘
i&1
k=1
I(&=i vk p*l+;k)
_ ‘
n
k=i+1
I(&=ivk p*l+;k+2) ‘
m
k=1
I(=i uk p*l+:k)+
= :
_2=1
_ # Sn
2&c1(_)(1& p&1)c2(_) p&c2(_) :
I=I0 _ } } } _ Ir
p&{([Ii])&t(_, [Ii])
_ :"
&0 , &1 , ..., &r
p&
r
l=0
&l n(l ) ‘
r
l=0
P l, *l (_; T, S) Ql, *l (_; T, S),
where *l=&0+ } } } +&l (l=0, ..., r), the summation with respect to (_, e, =)
is taken over all (_, e, =) # 4n satisfying the condition (9) and the summa-
tion with respect to &0 , &1 , ..., &r is taken over all (&0 , &1 , ..., &r) # Zr+1
satisfying
&1 , ..., &r1, *l&bl (_, T ) (l=0, 1, ..., r).
It is easy to see that, if *l0, then
Pl, *l (_; T, S)=1, Ql, *l (_; T, S)=[2(1& p
&1)]>[i # Il | _(i)=i]. (10)
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We divide the summation with respect to (&0 , ..., &r) as follows:
:"
&0 , ..., &r
= :
r+1
k=0
:
&0+ } } } +&k0
&0+ } } } +&k&1<0
.
Note here that, if &0+ } } } +&k0, then &0+ } } } +& l0 for any lk,
since &1 , ..., &r1. By (10), we have
:
&0+ } } } +&k0
&0+ } } } +&k&1<0
p&
r
l=0 &l n(l ) ‘
r
l=0
Pl, *l (_; T, S) Ql, *l (_; T, S)
= :$
&0 , ..., &k&1
p&l=0
k&1 &l n(l ) ‘
k&1
l=0
Pl, *l (_; T, S) Q l, *l (_; T, S)
_ :

&k=&(&0+ } } } +&k&1)
:

&k+1=1
} } } :

&r=1
p&
r
l=k &l n(l )[2(1& p&1)]c1
(k)(_)
=
[2(1& p&1)]c1
(k)(_) p&
r
l=k+1 n(l )
>rl=k (1& p
&n(l ))
_ :$
&0 , ..., &k&1
pl=0
k&1 &l (n(k)&n(l )) ‘
k&1
l=0
Pl, *l (_; T, S) Ql, *l (_; T, S).
What remains to be done is the calculation of qi, *(_; T, S). By the properties
of I(a) and I*(a) collected in Section 3.1, we see that
1& p&1 (; i+*0),
I*(’vi p;i+*)={p&12 \p \’vip +& p&12+ (;i+*=&1),0 (;i+*&2),
and
‘
i&1
k=1
I(’vkp;k+*) ‘
n
k=i+1
I(’vkp;k+*+2) ‘
m
k=1
I(&’ukp:k+*)
= pri$ \p \’p++
>A(*)+>Bi (*)
‘
k # A(*) \
&uk
p + ‘k # Bi (*) \
vk
p + ,
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where
r$i=
1
2 \ :
m
k=1
min[:k+*, 0]+ :
i&1
k=1
min[;k+*, 0]
+ :
n
k=i+1
min[;k+2+*, 0]+ .
Hence we have
qi, *(_; T, S)
=pmin[;i+*, 0]2+ri$>A(*)+>Bi (*)p ‘
k # A(*) \
&uk
p + ‘k # Bi (*) \
vk
p +
_{
(1& p&1) :
’=1, $ \
’
p+
>A(*)+>Bi (*)
:
’=1, $ \p \
’v i
p +& p&12+\
’
p+
>A(*)+>Bi (*)
(;i+*0),
(;i+*=&1).
We also have
\l, *(_; T, S)=rl, *(_; T, S)+ :
_(i)=i
i # Il
(r$i+ 12 min[;i+*, 0]).
Summing up all these identities, we can easily check that
5l, *(_; T, S)=Pl, *(_; T, S) Ql, *(_; T, S).
This proves the theorem. K
For application to arithmetic of Eisenstein series, it is interesting to
consider the following polynomial in X
:p(X; T, S)=:(T, Sg),
where
Sg=S=\ 01g
1g
0 + (g0), and X= p&g.
It is introduced by Kudla ([13, Section 8]), and Yang calculates for the
case n=2 ([20, Section 8]).
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Corollary 4.2. Let the notation be the same as in Theorem 4.1. We
have
:p(X; T, S)= :
_2=1
_ # Sn
2&c1(_)(1& p&1)c2(_) p&c2(_) :
I=I0 _ } } } _ Ir
p&{([Ii])&t(_, [Ii])
_ :
r+1
k=0
2c1
(k)(_)(1& p&1)c1
(k)(_) p&
r
l=k+1 n(l )
>rl=k (1& p
&n(l ))
_ :$
[&]k
\ pl=0k&1 &l (n(k)&n(l )) ‘
k&1
l=0
5l, &0+ } } } +&l (_; T, S)+
_Xl=0
k&1 |&0+ } } } +&l | nl.
In particular, the degree of :p(X; T, S) in X is n+|;| with |;|=ni=1 ; i .
When [;i] is arranged as ;1;2 } } } ;n and has distinct values
*0>*1> } } } >*r with multiplicity ni (0ir), the leading coefficient is
2&n p&
r
l=1 nl (n0+ } } } +nl&1)&
r
l=0 &l n(l ) ‘
r
l=0
5l, &*l&1(1; T, S),
where &0=&*0&1 and &l=*l&1&*l for l1.
Proof. When we replace S by Sg in the expression of :p(T, S) in
Theorem 4.1, only the terms 5l, &0+ } } } +&l (_; T, S) can be changed. Since
\l, *(_; T, Sg)=\l, *(_; T, S)+nl*g,
!i, *(T, Sg)=!i, *(T, S),
we obtain the above formula. As for the degree, we have
:
k&1
l=0
|&0+ } } } +&l| nl :
r
l=0
nlb l (_, T )n+| ;|.
For Xn+|;|, we have to take _=1, the partition of I should be the same
with one attached to ;, k=r+1, and &l should be the same as noted
above. Then, it is easy to get the required coefficient, which is not zero. K
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